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Introduction

[Insert County Specific Introduction]

C-CFSR Planning Team & Core Representatives

C-CFSR Team

[Reference pages 4-6, 13, and 22 of the instruction manual]

Core Representatives

[Include a list of Core Representatives here or provide as an attachment. Reference pages 4-6, 13-14, and 22 of the instruction manual]

The CSA Planning Process

[Reference pages 6-7 and 13-14 of the instruction manual]

Participation of Core Representatives

[Reference pages 4-6 and 22 of the instruction manual]

Stakeholder Feedback

[Reference pages 4, 13-14, 22, 46, and 54-56 of the instruction manual]
Demographic Profile

**GENERAL COUNTY DEMOGRAPHICS**
[REFERENCE PAGES 22-24 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

**CHILD MALTREATMENT INDICATORS**
[REFERENCE PAGE 24 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

**CHILD WELFARE AND PROBATION POPULATION**
[REFERENCE PAGES 24-26 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

Public Agency Characteristics

**POLITICAL JURISDICTIONS**
[REFERENCE PAGE 26 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

**COUNTY CHILD WELFARE AND PROBATION INFRASTRUCTURE**
[REFERENCE PAGES 26-28 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

**FINANCIAL/MATERIAL RESOURCES**
[REFERENCE PAGE 28 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

**CHILD WELFARE/PROBATION OPERATED SERVICES**
[REFERENCE PAGE 28 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]
OTHER COUNTY PROGRAMS

[REFERENCE PAGES 28-29 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

State and Federally Mandated Child Welfare/Probation Initiatives

[REFERENCE PAGE 29 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

Board of Supervisors (BOS) Designated Commission, Board of Bodies

THE BOS-DESIGNATED PUBLIC AGENCY

[REFERENCE PAGE 29 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION COUNCIL (CAPC)

[REFERENCE PAGE 30 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

COUNTY CHILDREN’S TRUST FUND COMMISSION, BOARD OR COUNCIL

[REFERENCE PAGE 30 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

PSSF COLLABORATIVE

[REFERENCE PAGE 30 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

Systemic Factors

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

[REFERENCE PAGES 30-31 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]
CASE REVIEW SYSTEM
[REFERENCE PAGES 31-32 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

FOSTER AND ADOPTIVE PARENT LICENSING, RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION
[REFERENCE PAGES 32-33 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

STAFF, CAREGIVER AND SERVICE PROVIDER TRAINING
[REFERENCE PAGES 33-34 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

AGENCY COLLABORATION
[REFERENCE PAGES 34-35 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

SERVICE ARRAY
[REFERENCE PAGES 35-37 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

QUALITY ASSURANCE SYSTEM
[REFERENCE PAGES 37-39 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

Critical Incident Review Process
[REFERENCE PAGE 39 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

National Resource Center (NRC) Training and Technical Assistance
[REFERENCE PAGE 39 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]
Peer Review Results

**Focus Area**
[Reference pages 16, 39, and 40 of the instruction manual]

**Method**
[Reference page 40 of the instruction manual]

**Summary of Findings**
[Reference pages 39-40 of the instruction manual]

**Peer Promising Practices**
[Reference pages 21 and 40 of the instruction manual]

Outcome Data Measures

**S1.1 No Recurrence of Maltreatment**
[Insert the performance data from the last CSA to current performance. Reference pages 40-42 and 67 of the instruction manual]

**Analysis**
[Reference the questions provided on pages 41-42 of the instruction manual when completing the analysis]

**S2.1 No Maltreatment in Foster Care**
[Insert the performance data from the last CSA to current performance. Reference pages 40-42 and 67 of the instruction manual]
ANALYSIS

[REFERENCE THE QUESTIONS PROVIDED ON PAGES 41-42 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL WHEN COMPLETING THE ANALYSIS]

C1.1 REUNIFICATION WITHIN 12 MONTHS (EXIT COHORT)

[INSERT THE PERFORMANCE DATA FROM THE LAST CSA TO CURRENT PERFORMANCE. REFERENCE PAGES 40-42 AND 67 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

ANALYSIS

[REFERENCE THE QUESTIONS PROVIDED ON PAGES 41-42 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL WHEN COMPLETING THE ANALYSIS]

C1.2 MEDIAN TIME OF REUNIFICATION (EXIT COHORT)

[INSERT THE PERFORMANCE DATA FROM THE LAST CSA TO CURRENT PERFORMANCE. REFERENCE PAGES 40-42 AND 67 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

ANALYSIS

[REFERENCE THE QUESTIONS PROVIDED ON PAGES 41-42 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL WHEN COMPLETING THE ANALYSIS]

C1.3 REUNIFICATION WITHIN 12 MONTHS (ENTRY COHORT)

[INSERT THE PERFORMANCE DATA FROM THE LAST CSA TO CURRENT PERFORMANCE. REFERENCE PAGES 40-42 AND 67 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

ANALYSIS

[REFERENCE THE QUESTIONS PROVIDED ON PAGES 41-42 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL WHEN COMPLETING THE ANALYSIS]

C1.4 REENTRY FOLLOWING REUNIFICATION

[INSERT THE PERFORMANCE DATA FROM THE LAST CSA TO CURRENT PERFORMANCE. REFERENCE PAGES 40-42 AND 67-68 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]
ANALYSIS

[REFERENCE THE QUESTIONS PROVIDED ON PAGES 41-42 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL WHEN COMPLETING THE ANALYSIS]

C2.1 ADOPTION WITHIN 24 MONTHS (Exit Cohort)

[INSERT THE PERFORMANCE DATA FROM THE LAST CSA TO CURRENT PERFORMANCE. REFERENCE PAGES 40-42 AND 68 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

ANALYSIS

[REFERENCE THE QUESTIONS PROVIDED ON PAGES 41-42 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL WHEN COMPLETING THE ANALYSIS]

C2.2 MEDIAN TIME TO ADOPTION (Exit Cohort)

[INSERT THE PERFORMANCE DATA FROM THE LAST CSA TO CURRENT PERFORMANCE. REFERENCE PAGES 40-42 AND 68 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

ANALYSIS

[REFERENCE THE QUESTIONS PROVIDED ON PAGES 41-42 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL WHEN COMPLETING THE ANALYSIS]

C2.3 ADOPTION WITHIN 12 MONTHS (17 MONTHS IN CARE)

[INSERT THE PERFORMANCE DATA FROM THE LAST CSA TO CURRENT PERFORMANCE. REFERENCE PAGES 40-42 AND 68 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

ANALYSIS

[REFERENCE THE QUESTIONS PROVIDED ON PAGES 41-42 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL WHEN COMPLETING THE ANALYSIS]

C2.4 LEGALLY FREE WITHIN 6 MONTHS (17 MONTHS IN CARE)

[INSERT THE PERFORMANCE DATA FROM THE LAST CSA TO CURRENT PERFORMANCE. REFERENCE PAGES 40-42 AND 68 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]
C2.5 Adoption within 12 Months (Legally Free)

[Insert the performance data from the last CSA to current performance. Reference pages 40-42 and 68 of the instruction manual]

C3.1 Exit to Permanency (24 Months in Care)

[Insert the performance data from the last CSA to current performance. Reference pages 40-42 and 68 of the instruction manual]

C3.2 Exits to Permanency (Legally Free at Exit)

[Insert the performance data from the last CSA to current performance. Reference pages 40-42 and 68 of the instruction manual]

C3.3 In Care 3 Years or Longer (Emancipation/Age 18)

[Insert the performance data from the last CSA to current performance. Reference pages 40-42 and 68 of the instruction manual]

Analysis

[Reference the questions provided on pages 41-42 of the instruction manual when completing the analysis]
C4.1 Placement Stability (8 Days to 12 Months in Care)

[Insert the performance data from the last CSA to current performance. Reference pages 40-42 and 68 of the instruction manual]

Analysis

[Reference the questions provided on pages 41-42 of the instruction manual when completing the analysis]

C4.2 Placement Stability (12 Months to 24 Months in Care)

[Insert the performance data from the last CSA to current performance. Reference pages 40-42 and 68-69 of the instruction manual]

Analysis

[Reference the questions provided on pages 41-42 of the instruction manual when completing the analysis]

C4.3 Placement Stability (At Least 24 Months in Care)

[Insert the performance data from the last CSA to current performance. Reference pages 40-42 and 69 of the instruction manual]

Analysis

[Reference the questions provided on pages 41-42 of the instruction manual when completing the analysis]

2B Percent of Child Abuse/Neglect Referrals with a Timely Response

[Insert the performance data from the last CSA to current performance. Reference pages 40-42 and 69 of the instruction manual]

Analysis

[Reference the questions provided on pages 41-42 of the instruction manual when completing the analysis]
2C **Timely Caseworker Visits with Children**

[Insert the performance data from the last CSA to current performance. Reference pages 40-42 and 69- of the instruction manual]

**Analysis**

[Reference the questions provided on pages 41-42 of the instruction manual when completing the analysis]

4A **Siblings Placed Together in Foster Care**

[Insert the performance data from the last CSA to current performance. Reference pages 40-42 and 69 of the instruction manual]

**Analysis**

[Reference the questions provided on pages 41-42 of the instruction manual when completing the analysis]

4B **Least Restrictive Placement (Entries First Placement)**

[Insert the performance data from the last CSA to current performance. Reference pages 40-42 and 69-70 of the instruction manual]

**Analysis**

[Reference the questions provided on pages 41-42 of the instruction manual when completing the analysis]

4B **Least Restrictive Placement (Point in Time)**

[Insert the performance data from the last CSA to current performance. Reference pages 40-42 and 70 of the instruction manual]

**Analysis**

[Reference the questions provided on pages 41-42 of the instruction manual when completing the analysis]
4E ICWA & Multi-Ethnic Placement Status

[Insert the performance data from the last CSA to current performance. Reference pages 40-42 and 70 of the instruction manual]

Analysis

[Reference the questions provided on pages 41-42 of the instruction manual when completing the analysis]

5B (1) Rate of Timely Health Exams

[Insert the performance data from the last CSA to current performance. Reference pages 40-42 and 70 of the instruction manual]

Analysis

[Reference the questions provided on pages 41-42 of the instruction manual when completing the analysis]

5B (2) Rate of Timely Dental Exams

[Insert the performance data from the last CSA to current performance. Reference pages 40-42 and 70 of the instruction manual]

Analysis

[Reference the questions provided on pages 41-42 of the instruction manual when completing the analysis]

5F Psychotropic Medications

[Insert the performance data from the last CSA to current performance. Reference pages 40-42 and 70 of the instruction manual]

Analysis

[Reference the questions provided on pages 41-42 of the instruction manual when completing the analysis]
6B **INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PLAN**

[INSERT THE PERFORMANCE DATA FROM THE LAST CSA TO CURRENT PERFORMANCE. REFERENCE PAGES 40-42 AND 71 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

**ANALYSIS**

[REFERENCE THE QUESTIONS PROVIDED ON PAGES 41-42 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL WHEN COMPLETING THE ANALYSIS]

**8A COMPLETED HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY**

[INSERT THE PERFORMANCE DATA FROM THE LAST CSA TO CURRENT PERFORMANCE. REFERENCE PAGES 40-42 AND 71 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

**ANALYSIS**

[REFERENCE THE QUESTIONS PROVIDED ON PAGES 41-42 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL WHEN COMPLETING THE ANALYSIS]

**8A OBTAINED EMPLOYMENT**

[INSERT THE PERFORMANCE DATA FROM THE LAST CSA TO CURRENT PERFORMANCE. REFERENCE PAGES 40-42 AND 71 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

**ANALYSIS**

[REFERENCE THE QUESTIONS PROVIDED ON PAGES 41-42 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL WHEN COMPLETING THE ANALYSIS]

**8A HOUSING ARRANGEMENTS**

[INSERT THE PERFORMANCE DATA FROM THE LAST CSA TO CURRENT PERFORMANCE. REFERENCE PAGES 40-42 AND 71 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]

**ANALYSIS**

[REFERENCE THE QUESTIONS PROVIDED ON PAGES 41-42 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL WHEN COMPLETING THE ANALYSIS]

**8A RECEIVED ILP SERVICES**

[INSERT THE PERFORMANCE DATA FROM THE LAST CSA TO CURRENT PERFORMANCE. REFERENCE PAGES 40-42 AND 71 OF THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL]
**Analysis**

[Reference the questions provided on pages 41-42 of the instruction manual when completing the analysis]

**8A Permanency Connection with an Adult**

[Insert the performance data from the last CSA to current performance. Reference pages 40-42 and 71 of the instruction manual]

**Analysis**

[Reference the questions provided on pages 41-42 of the instruction manual when completing the analysis]

---

**Summary of Findings**

[Reference page 42 of the instruction manual]